YEAH FIELD TRIP
IS MORE THAN
AN EVENT.

WE ARE A FULL SERVICE

EXPERIENTIAL
MARKETING +
PRODUCTION
COMPANY
Over the years, we’ve collectively been lucky enough to
work with some pretty rad companies and organizations
such as: Nike, Patagonia, Squarespace, Huawei, Sony,
LulaRoe, TOMS, 1% for the Planet, Leica, Canon, Dell,
and more.
With our extensive knowledge and experience in largescale event production, authentic community building,
photo-centric installations/buildouts, and our loyal network of thousands of creators, we have a lot to offer.
Our goal is to merge our vast understanding of visual
marketing, multi-sensory experiences, and building
authentic communities to help you reach your audience
in unexpected, cutting-edge, transformative ways.

O U R S I S T E R C O M PA N Y

Smilebooth offers photo builds
for intimate private gatherings and
complex, large-scale events alike.
Smilebooth is the leader in unique,
immersive, photo activations and
has built installations at The Golden
Globes, The Oscars, Coachella, and
other world-renowned events.

We’ve done some
cool projects lately…

SONY KANDO
TRIP 1.0
We produced a 4-day, 3-night
immersive experience for Sony and
300 of their imaging ambassadors.
This event included a full daily itinerary of creative
classes and workshops, hands-on shooting experiences,
wellness activities, gourmet food & beverages, art installations, live music and excursions. The goal of the event
was to create a playground for Sony users to interact and
play with the all new Sony a9 camera and to allow their
ambassadors to expand themselves creatively.

PHOTO 101
INCUBATOR
LulaRoe is the fastest growing
apparel company in the world, valued
at 33 million dollars and growing with
over 40,000 independent sellers.
These sellers rely mostly on their own personal networks
and social media to accomplish their sales goals and
many of these retailers have little to no understanding
of creating appealing imagery to sell product. At their
largest sales meeting to-date we built out a playground
and interactive, hands- on photography crash course for
25,000 attendees to walk through. Each “incubator” focused on one of 3 fundamental elements of photography
(relevant to selling and showing clothing on social media): Lighting, product photography composition/flat-lays,
and posing. We also wrote and designed a Photography
101 book for users to take home, with photography tips
and tricks, and information on equipment to use.

SQUARESPACE
MIRRORED
HOUSE
At Yeah Field Trip, Squarespace wanted
to create a visual footprint that would
leave a lasting impact and be the “face”
of the event.
We produced a multi-sensory mirrored
house and oversaw the build from the
ground up.

HUAWEI
MATE 9
PRODUCT
LAUNCH
When Huawei launched their all new
Mate 9 smartphone, co-engineered
with Leica, they approached Yeah
Field Trip to be one of their leading platforms for launch. We built a
unique footprint for them on-site and
created several specific activations to
create useful imagery for marketing
and advertising purposes.

DELL +
YEAH FIELD
TRIP POP UP
AT SXSW
In 2017, we produced an event
with Dell that focused around using
imagery to create change in the world.
We curated a panel of photographers to
discuss this issue, produced an interactive photo experience on-site as well as
a cocktail hour and dance party.

Interested in
what we do?
C O O L ! L E T ’ S TA L K .
E-mail Nicole Roosien at
nicole@yeahfieldtrip.com
to get the conversation started.

